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When Traditional BI Isn’t Enough

“Unsupervised is like a 
compass that points us to 
making the right decisions 
in our business…

Without it, we have to guess 
where insights might be 
hiding in our data and hope 
we get lucky. 

Unsupervised has been 
our secret weapon — it 
lets us find things we 
can take immediate and 
decisive action on – and 
is a large part of why our 
team outperformed their 
annual goals after using 
Unsupervised for only
six months.” 

Transform Insights to Actions

ADP is obsessive about providing the best possible service for their 
customers. As a leader in the human resources services industry, ADP has 
become synonymous with payroll, benefits, and healthcare systems. Optimal 
experience is crucial.

But what impacts customer service across hundreds of thousands of accounts 
are scattered across different databases. Like most enterprises, ADP struggled 
to access information across all of these systems and lacked the tooling to do 
it easily.

ADP needed to quickly analyze this vast slew of data across sources and 
structures to find insights to improve customer experience they simply couldn’t 
find with traditional  business intelligence dashboards.

Unsupervised’s AI autonomously analyzes data from over 100 data sources 
within ADP every week. Unsupervised discovers hundreds of significant 
patterns related to client retention and experience with each weekly update.

These patterns fuel the insight discovery process for ADP and now allow 
them to focus most of their time on interpreting and categorizing patterns into 
business opportunities opposed to validating metrics, verifying data sources, 
and still searching for answers like they had previously been forced to with 
their dashboard-based solutions.

In the first 6 months, ADP’s team was able to find insights that led to 
immediate action and helped beat their annual retention goals
using Unsupervised.


